
Case Study

Prevailing with Confidence 
PCI Compliance

Cost management of continuous 
compliance that is optimized and resilient

OVERVIEW

A large regional medical center was concerned with all 
aspects of their patient’s experience, not just the healthcare 
services provided. To address this, they implemented various 
solutions to engage and make payments easier. 

The many locations and solutions added complexity to 
maintaining PCI compliance. The PCI Standards Council’s 
intent is to make PCI DSS compliance part of business as 
usual (BAU). But, there are still many things to manage 
with timeliness to adhere to that needed expertise. The 
organization’s Project Management Office (PMO) could be of 
help. But, it would take time to hire or train resources to get 
to the level of expertise they needed immediately. 

This organization is an active and contributing partner in the 
communities it serves, and is recognized with an A grade by 
the Leapfrog Group for Spring 2022. However, their not-
for-profit business model requires strict value assessments 
and due diligence when selecting service providers and 
assessors. They initiated a search to look at services for a 
security gap assessment with a PCI focus as their first step.
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“We were exploring assessors for a security gap assessment across 
our environments for PCI. We ended up with a service that offers 
much more. We optimized our PCI efforts and even lowered our 
project management and maintenance costs. Yes, we could have 
assigned in-house resources to do this function, but in the end, 
this service provided us with a robust long-term solution”.

- Director of Information Technology

A regional medical center with 22 locations; multi-specialty 
clinics, primary care/walk-in clinics, and a trauma hospital. 
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CONCERNS

Do we have any information security gaps?

This organization was looking to understand the following: 

• Effectiveness: Know what controls, processes and procedures might be missing or can be 
improved. 
• Costing: What degree of investment and estimate of the cost needed to implement and 
maintain.
• Complexity: What level of effort/difficulty to implement and manage this control.
• Impact: Review and assess the impact on both end-users and management functions.

Can we optimize PCI compliance maintenance?

We were considering a PMO program to manage the evidence and documentation that was 
needed for PCI. When we could break away from other priorities, the time spent on identifying 
what was needed and what needed documentation was extensive.  

RESULTS

We found that bundling TECH LOCK 
compliance services gave us a cost 
advantage. We could immediately benefit 
from the deep compliance knowledge and 
IT-security background that understands 
the complexities of managing PCI across all 
our locations and healthcare focuses. 

• Information security gap assessment
• Compliance Maintenance for PCI
• Integrated Compliance Services for PCI

                               www.techlock.com                                   847.245.3727

TECH LOCK provided an information 
security gap assessment, an analysis of 
the organization’s current security posture 
against industry best practices for PCI across 
our locations. 

Compliance maintenance for PCI continually reminds us what is needed, validates the 
thoroughness of the evidence, and optimizes our time.  We rely on this expertise, and it has 
been invaluable. We can keep continuous compliance without the overhead of re-training or 
assigning internal resources. 

The Integrated assessment provides us with continuous review and validation of the submitted 
compliance maintenance evidence/artifacts by a TECH LOCK QSA.  This has dramatically 
decreased the amount of time and internal resources required to prepare for and execute our 
annual audit activities.  We are now assured of not falling out of compliance while also reducing 
the time, effort and stress that often accompanies traditional audits.


